Introduction
There is no known efficient algorithm for Hamiltonian cycle problem. In this paper I present an algorithm that can solve this problem relatively fast for many graphs, but not for all of them. Algorithm tests if a Hamiltonian cycle exists in directed graph, if it is exists algorithm can show found Hamiltonian cycle. If you want to test an undirected graph, such a graph should be converted to the form of directed graph. Previously known algorithm solving Hamiltonian cycle problem -brute-force search can't handle relatively small graphs. Algorithm presented here is referred simply as "algorithm" in this paper.
2 Why algorithm is more efficient than bruteforce search?
In order to find Hamiltonian cycle, algorithm should find edges that creates a Hamiltonian cycle. Higher number of edges creates more possibilities to check to solve the problem. Both brute-force search and algorithm use recursive depthfirst search. The reason why brute-force search often fails to solve this problem is too large number of possibilities to check in order to solve the problem. Algorithm rests on analysis of original graph and opposite graph to it. Algorithm prefers "to think over" which paths should be checked than check many wrong paths. Algorithm is more efficient than brute-force search because it can:
• remove unnecessary edges from graph (3) • test when Hamiltonian cycle can't exist in graph(4)
• choose most optimal path(5)
3 Rules of removing unnecessary edges from graph
No loops and multiple edges
Algorithm removes multiple edges and loops from graph because they are irrelevant in process of finding Hamiltonian cycle.
Single edges in original graph and opposite graph
Let's consider example graph and graph opposite to it: Adjacency list of opposite graph: 1 : 2, 4, 5 2 : 1, 4, 5 3 : 1, 4 4 : 5 5 : 3
If original graph contains Hamiltonian cycle that consists of following edges:
x 1 → x 2 , x 2 → x 3 , . . . , x n−1 → x n than opposite graph consists following Hamiltonian cycle:
Both original graph and opposite graph contain one Hamiltonian cycle: If in a graph the only neighbour of vertex X is vertex Y , for Hamiltonian cycle to exist in such a graph, edge X → Y must be in this cycle, which means that algorithm is interested in opposite graph in only edge Y → X When in opposite graph X is not only neighbour of Y , eg. there are also edges 
Unique neighbours
Problem of finding Hamiltonian cycle in graph with N vertices can be described as a problem of finding following edges: When for M tested vertices the number of unique neighbours equals M than algorithm can remove these unique neighbours from vertices, that were not tested. M is lower than N .
Graph after removal of unnecessary edges presented with adjacency list: 1 : 3, 4 2 : 3, 4 3 : 2 4 : 1
Method of choosing vertices for "unique neighbours" test:
This method is used for original graph and opposite graph. For graph G with N vertices, for every vertex in opposite graph to G algorithm takes its adjacency list and creates list -W . Vertices on list W must have more than 1 neighbour. Algorithm sorts list W , first on this list are vertices that has less neighbours. Having list W with w vertices, algorithm tests "unique neighbours" rule for following subsets:
Single edge in only one direction
When in original graph or in opposite graph the only one neighbour of vertex X is vertex Y , it means that for Hamiltonian cycle to exist edge X → Y must be in this cycle, when graph also contains edge Y → X than algorithm can remove edge Y → X.
Example graph presented with adjacency list: 1 : 2, 3, 4 2: 3 3: 2, 
Cycle that is not Hamiltonian

Vertices with 1 neighbour
In original graph or in opposite graph among vertices that has 1 neighbour exists cycle, that is not Hamiltonian. Example graph: Let's consider graph with N vertices. Graph contains vertex X that has M neighbours, 1 < M < N , X has the same list of in-neighbours and outneighbours. Graph also contains M − 1 vertices with the same list of inneighbours and out-neighbours and list of neighbours which is a subset of list of neighbours of vertex X.
Example 1. presented with adjacency list: Original graph:
There are only 2 paths that can be created, they are:
Every possible path creates cycle that is not Hamiltonian.
Example 2. presented with adjacency list: Original graph:
There are 12 paths that can be created, they are:
Example 3. presented with adjacency list: Original graph:
There are 2 paths that can be created, they are:
Not enough unique neighbours
Number of unique neighbours checked for M vertices is lower than M . Example presented with adjacency list: 1 : 4, 5 2 : 4, 5 3 : 4, 5 4 : 1, 2 5 : 1, 3 5 Most optimal path 5.1 Visiting a path Both brute-force search and algorithm use recursive depth-first search to visit paths -test possibilities, however the second one use it differently. Algorithm's goal is to find edges described in the beginning of section 3.3.
Let's consider graph G with N vertices and path P from graph G which consists of following edges: a 1 → a 2 , a 2 → a 3 , . . . , a M −1 → a M .
Brute-force search will visit P in following way: 
Correct order
Let's consider graph G. G contains vertices: 2 and 3, vertex 2 has 5 neighbours and vertex 3 has 3 neighbours. Graph G has only one Hamiltonian cycle. Algorithm will test first vertex 3 because it will give algorithm probability equal to 1/3 of choosing edge that is in Hamiltonian cycle, which is better than probability equal to 1/5. When algorithm decide which vertex should it test first, it will decide to choose vertex with smaller degree.
Algorithm creates correct order, it is a list of vertices in graph ordered by their degrees in ascending order.
Start vertex
Algorithm starts the search in graph with first vertex in correct order from original graph with degree greater than 1, if such a vertex doesn't exist it will start with first vertex in graph.
Next edge
When algorithm tests vertex A, it have to decide which of A's edges should it test first. Let's consider following situation: vertex A has 3 neighbours: N, M and P , their degrees in opposite graph are: N − 5, M − 4 and P − 8. Algorithm will test first edge A → M because it will give algorithm probability equal to 1/4 of choosing edge that is in Hamitlonian cycle. To check edges in such an order, adjacency list of currently visited vertex is sorted by correct order from opposite graph.
Next vertex
Next visited vertex is selected as in 5.3 6 Features Algorithm was tested on 4 types of graphs:
• "directed regular"
• "directed irregular"
• "undirected regular"
• "undirected irregular" Graph "undirected" is a graph which has many edges X → Y and also Y → X. Graph "irregular" is a graph with median of all vertices degrees being much different than degree of vertex with highest number of neighbours. Algorithms correctness was checked by passing the algorithm graphs with Hamiltonian cycle and testing if algorithm would confirm existence of Hamiltonian cycle. Graphs with 50 vertices were tested. Tested graphs can be downloaded from: http://figshare.com/articles/Correctness_Test/1057640. 10 000 "directed regular" graphs are located in directory "CT 50 T T". 10 000 "undirected regular" graphs are located in directory "CT 50 F T". For every tested graph, algorithm confirmed existence of Hamiltonian cycle.
